
Monument 14: A Riveting Tale of Survival and
Adventure
If you are a fan of dystopian fiction and nail-biting survival stories, then Monument
14 by Emmy Laybourne should be on the top of your reading list. With its
immersive storytelling, relatable characters, and heart-pounding plot, this novel
takes readers on an incredibly engaging journey through the worst of
circumstances.



The Premise

Monument 14 centers around a group of 14 students who find themselves
trapped inside a superstore when the world outside descends into chaos. A series
of increasingly powerful environmental disasters, coupled with a deadly chemical
spill, force the kids to take shelter inside the store as society crumbles around
them.
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With no outside communication and limited supplies, the young protagonists must
navigate the challenges of their new confined environment, all while dealing with
the internal struggles that arise when a diverse group of individuals is thrown
together in a desperate situation.

The Characters

Laybourne excels at creating characters that feel real and relatable, which adds
an extra layer of depth to the narrative. Dean, the protagonist, is a genuine and
thoughtful teenage boy who becomes the reluctant leader of the group. His
struggles with responsibility and the desire to protect his friends and loved ones
make him a captivating character to follow throughout the story.

The supporting cast is equally as compelling. There's Astrid, a resourceful and
intelligent girl who becomes Dean's love interest, and Niko, a genius kid who
provides much-needed scientific knowledge. The diverse group of kids forms a
complex web of relationships, alliances, and conflicts, keeping readers on the
edge of their seats as they navigate the challenges of their new reality.
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The Thrilling Plot

Monument 14 is not just a story of survival; it is a thrilling adventure filled with
unexpected twists and turns. As the kids try to maintain order within the store,
they also face external threats that constantly test their resolve. From dangerous
weather phenomena to encounters with dangerous individuals, each obstacle the
characters face raises the stakes and amps up the tension.

Amidst the chaos, the teenagers must also confront their own fears, desires, and
secrets. The claustrophobic setting of the superstore intensifies the sense of
impending doom, making every decision a matter of life and death. Laybourne's
ability to blend action-packed sequences with poignant emotional moments adds
depth to the narrative and keeps readers invested in the outcome.

The Themes

While Monument 14 is primarily a thrilling survival story, it also touches upon
several important themes. The novel explores the fragility of society and the
lengths people are willing to go to in order to survive. It delves into the
complexities of human nature and highlights the bonds that can form even in the
most challenging circumstances.

The book also raises thought-provoking questions about the responsibility of
those in power and the impact of environmental degradation on future
generations. Through its characters' struggles, Monument 14 reminds readers of
the resilience and strength of the human spirit, even in the face of overwhelming
odds.

In

Monument 14 is an extraordinary novel that combines the best elements of
dystopian fiction, survival thrillers, and gripping adventures. Emmy Laybourne's



masterful storytelling and well-rounded characters create an immersive reading
experience that will keep you hooked from beginning to end.

Whether you are a fan of the genre or someone looking for a captivating read,
Monument 14 is a must-read. With its long tail clickbait title aptly capturing the
essence of its intense and captivating narrative, this book will leave you eagerly
awaiting the next installment in the series.
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Your mother hollers that you're going to miss the bus. She can see it coming
down the street. You don't stop and hug her and tell her you love her. You don't
thank her for being a good, kind, patient mother. Of course not—you launch
yourself down the stairs and make a run for the corner.

Only, if it's the last time you'll ever see your mother, you sort of start to wish you'd
stopped and did those things. Maybe even missed the bus.

But the bus was barreling down our street, so I ran.

Fourteen kids. One superstore. A million things that go wrong.
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In Emmy Laybourne's action-packed debut novel, six high school kids (some
popular, some not), two eighth graders (one a tech genius), and six little kids
trapped together in a chain superstore build a refuge for themselves inside. While
outside, a series of escalating disasters, beginning with a monster hailstorm and
ending with a chemical weapons spill, seems to be tearing the world—as they
know it—apart.
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